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“B1 Ordinary pension 

(1) Subject to paragraph (2), this rule applies to a regular 

firefighter who retires if he then— 

… 

(c) does not become entitled to an ill-health award under rule B3.” 

 

 

Adjudicator’s Opinion 

 

 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.28
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.28
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.30
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.5
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#si-19920129-txt-b3
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 Mr N did not accept the Adjudicator’s Opinion and the complaint was passed to me to 

consider. Mr N provided his further comments which do not change the outcome. I 

agree with the Adjudicator’s Opinion. 

Submissions made by Mr N and his representatives 
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• The Adjudicator has failed to demonstrate an ability to read and understand the 

nuanced complexities (“known as ‘art’ by barristers”) of the relevant legislation of 

his complaint. 

• The Adjudicator failed to seek legal advice on the complaint despite it being 

available to him and that he was faced with two Barristers’ opinions in relation to 

the matters complained of. 

• The Rules, B3 and B4 are compensatory packages to compensate for early loss of 

his career and the promotion and pay he “could”, as referred to in the 

Commentary, have achieved. This is no less than the damages that would have 

been awarded by a Court. 

• The Adjudicator’s interpretation of the legislation is “reducing the relevant law to 

the level of incomprehensible absurdity.” 

• The Adjudicator describes his B3 Ill Health Pension as “effectively a B1 Pension”, 

however this is nonsense and cannot possibly be. If a B1 pension “fits all” what is 

the point of Rule B3 and why did the Adjudicator not pick up on this contradiction 

in his interpretation. 

• The Adjudicator is complicit with LFRS, and uses “faux judicial speak”, when 

saying “this means that Mr N is still being paid a B3 Ill-Health Pension, albeit it is 

equivalent to the B1 Ordinary Pension.” This is “tripe”, “egregious nonsense”. 

• The Adjudicator’s opinion is sparse, a whitewash, worthless in law and fails to 

understand the Order and the Guidance that accompanies it. 

• The Adjudicator’s opinion that he is entitled to a B3 Pension, but is in fact receiving 

a B1 Ordinary pension, is oxymoronic. 
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• The Adjudicator has regurgitated LFRS’ interpretation of the Order, despite LFRS’ 

historic inability to properly do so. 

• The Order sets out the necessary formula to calculate the various awards due to 

retiring firefighters. They are simple. Under the formula, the B3 yield will always be 

greater than a Rule B1 Ordinary Pension, and if there is any doubt, Rule L4 (3) 

directs that the higher be paid. 

• This confirms the mathematical logic, the compensating factors involved, and the 

statute’s construction. 

• The Rule B4 Injury Pension is a data by-product of Rule B3. 

• The Adjudicator has failed to engage with the 57 page legally detailed submission, 

including two eminent Barristers’ opinions, and has simply concluded “I do not 

agree”. 

• The Adjudicator made no reference to the Commentary, which was written for the 

benefit of laypeople such as he. 

• The Adjudicator referred Mr N to an earlier determination, which Mr N was aware 

of, but had not seen. That determination did not address the same matters as this 

case, although it was similar, and that determination has never been published by 

the Ombudsman.  

• Mr N’s representative, the applicant in the previous case, has now shared the 

previous determination with Mr N, although the Adjudicator ought to have done so 

when issuing the opinion. 

 

 

 

• Mr N reiterated the questions of his complaint: 

“Why am I being paid a basic Rule B1 Ordinary pension which is the 

correct payment I would have been entitled to had I retired by voluntary 

choice, or having completed my service uninjured?  

I did not retire voluntarily; nor did I complete my Service by reason of a 

no-fault Service ‘qualifying’ injury which led to my compulsory 

discharge.  
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Furthermore Statutory Instrument No:129 Rule B1.-(I); paragraph (c), 

effectively prohibits the payment of a Rule B1 Ordinary Pension to an 

employee who…  

“does not become entitled to an ill-health award under rule B3.”...  

In plain English, a Rule B1 Ordinary pension is paid unless the payee 

(myself) becomes ‘entitled’, as I am, to a rule B3 ill-health pension, by 

reason of a decision of the Lancashire Combined Fire Authority.  

The LCFB (progenitors) of the LCFA, in accepting legal liability for my 

in- Service no-fault qualifying injury, stated that they compulsorily 

medically discharged me under Rule B3, an Ill-Health pension, and as a 

legal consequence, a Rule B4 Injury Award.  

My entitlement to a Rule B3 pension is not disputed by the LCFA nor 

the TPO.” [original emphasis retained] 

 

Ombudsman’s decision 

 

 Mr N contends that the correct interpretation of the Scheme Rules requires LFRS to 

use an average pensionable pay in the calculation of his pension that would have 

been payable had he continued in service until his normal retirement, taking account 

of any promotions or pay increases he could have been entitled to. I do not agree 

with this interpretation of the Scheme Rules for the reasons set out below. 

 The pension payable under Rule B3 is calculated by applying a formula set out in 

Paragraphs 2 - 4 of Part III. Each of those calculations requires an input ‘A’. A is 

defined as ‘the person's average pensionable pay.’ 

 Paragraph 5(1) then creates a cap on the amount of ill health pension payable if it 

exceeds the ‘notional retirement pension’ which could have been earned if the 

firefighter had stayed in employment until retirement age:- 

 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-2.iii@1.5.1.1
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.22
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 The actual average pensionable pay of the member is defined in Rule G1 (see 

Appendix 1), which states:-

“(3) The average pensionable pay of a regular firefighter is, subject 

to paragraphs (5) to (7), the aggregate of his pensionable pay during the year 

ending with the relevant date.” 

 

 

 It does not do so and I conclude that LFRS has correctly interpreted the provision.  

 Mr N and his representative have highlighted the Commentary to support their 

interpretation. The Commentary was not commented on by the Adjudicator, but I will 

address it here.  

 The Commentary cannot insert meaning into the Order. Therefore, even if the 

Commentary supported Mr N’s position, in contrast to the content of the Order, it 

would not supersede it. In any event, I do not agree that the Commentary supports Mr 

N’s argument. 

 

 or what you could have earned by your compulsory retirement age.” 

 Mr N’s position is that this relates to establishing the average pensionable pay 

required for the notional retirement pension, and that the calculation should take 

account of the unknown factor of what the individual’s pensionable pay could have 

been at compulsory retirement age. He suggests that figure should be determined by 

the Chief Fire Officer based on what they think the likely salary could have been at 

the point of compulsory retirement. However, that interpretation implies a level of 

guesswork and forecasting that simply is not reflected in the methodology prescribed 

by the Order or illustrated in the Commentary. 

 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.22
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.28
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.21
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-11.iv.1.2.1
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 This position is supported by Example 7 set out within the Commentary (see 

Appendix 2 below). If that example is worked through, it shows that an individual who 

meets the criteria for a B3(4) pension should be paid a pension equivalent to the 

Ordinary B1 Pension, which is the approach LFRS has applied. Example 7 provides 

no allowance for a higher, assumed, average pensionable pay. If the Commentary 

intended to explain Part III 5(2) in the way Mr N asserts it does, I can see no reason 

for Example 7 to contain the variables or have the outcome that it does. 

 

 Mr N has also argued that his pension calculation is incompatible with Rule B1(1)(c) 

which states: - 

“(1) Subject to paragraph (2), this rule applies to a regular firefighter who 

retires if he then— 

… 

(c) does not become entitled to an ill-health award under rule B3.” 

 I do not consider that this argument takes the issues any further because Mr N is not 

being paid a B1 Ordinary Pension. The pension he is in receipt of may be the same 

level as he would have received under a B1 Ordinary Pension, but it has been 

calculated as an entitlement under the B3 Ill Health provisions. In Mr N’s 

circumstances Part III 5(2) restricts his ill health pension to the level of the B1 

Ordinary Pension, but that does not mean it is being paid under the B1 Ordinary 

Pension rule. 
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 Therefore, I do not uphold Mr N’s complaint. 

 

Karen Johnston 

Deputy Pensions Ombudsman 

10 September 2019 
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Appendix  

Appendix 1 

The Firemen’s Pension Scheme Order 1992 

Part B 

B1 Ordinary pension 
 

(1) Subject to paragraph (2), this rule applies to a regular firefighter who retires if he 
then— 

 
(a) has attained the age of 50, and 
(b) is entitled to reckon at least 25 years' pensionable service, and 
(c) does not become entitled to an ill-health award under rule B3. 

 

… 

B3 Ill health awards 
 

(1) This rule applies to a regular firefighter who retires by reason of 
permanent disablement unless, immediately before his retirement, an election 
under rule G3(1) not to pay pension contributions had effect. 

(2)  A regular firefighter who is entitled— 

(a) to reckon at least two years but less than five years pensionable 

service becomes entitled on retiring to a lower tier ill-

health pension calculated in accordance with paragraph 2 of Part 3 of 

Schedule 2; or 

(b) to reckon at least five years’ pensionable service becomes entitled on 

retiring— 

(i) where paragraph (3) applies, to a lower tier ill-

health pension calculated in accordance with paragraph 2 of Part 3 of 

Schedule 2, or 

(ii) where paragraph (4) applies, to the pensions referred to in 

paragraph (5) (“the higher tier ill-health award”). 

(3) This paragraph applies where, in the opinion of an independent qualified   medical 

practitioner , obtained in accordance with rule H1, the firefighter is capable of 

undertaking regular employment. 

(4) This paragraph applies where, in the opinion of an independent qualified medical 

practitioner , obtained in accordance with rule H1, the firefighter is incapable of 

undertaking regular employment. 

(5) The pensions are— 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.28
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.30
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.5
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#si-19920129-txt-b3
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.28
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.30
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#si-19920129-txt-g3.1
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.28
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.20
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii@1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii@1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.20
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii@1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii@1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.51
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.51
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#si-19920129-txt-h1
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#si-19920129-txt-b3@1.7
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.51
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.51
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#si-19920129-txt-h1
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#si-19920129-txt-b3@1.7
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(a) a lower tier ill-health pension calculated in accordance with paragraph  

2 of Part III of Schedule 2; and 

(b) a higher tier ill-health pension determined in accordance with paragraph 4 

of that Part. 

(6) A firefighter who is not entitled to a pension under paragraph (2), becomes entitled 

on retiring to a short service lump sum of an amount equal to the aggregate of his 

pension contributions. 

(7) In paragraphs (3) and (4) “regular employment” means employment for at least 30 

hours a week on average over a period of not less than 12 consecutive months 

beginning with the date on which the question of his disablement arises for decision. 

 

Schedule 2 Personal Awards  

Part III Ill-Health Pension 

1 (1) Paragraphs 2 to 5 have effect subject to Parts VII and VIII of this Schedule, 

and paragraphs 3 and 4 have effect subject to paragraph 5. 

(2) In paragraphs 2 to 4, A is the person's average pensionable pay. 

2 Where the person has less than 5 years' pensionable service, the amount of the ill-

health pension is— 

 

where B is the greater of one year and the period in years of his pensionable 
service. 

 

3 Where the person has at least 5 but not more than 10 years' pensionable service, 

the amount of the ill-health pension is— 

 

where C is the period in years of his pensionable service. 

 

 

 

 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.20
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii@1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii@1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-pt-2.iii@1
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.20
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii@1.4
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii@1.4
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.20
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.13
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-pt-2.vii
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-pt-2.viii
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii.3
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii.5
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.22
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.20
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.20
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
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4 Where the person has more than 10 years' pensionable service, the amount of the 

ill-health pension is the greater of— 

 

and 

 

where— 

• D is the period in years of his pensionable service up to 20 years, and 

• E is the period in years by which his pensionable service exceeds 20 years. 

5 

(1) Where— 

(a) if the person had continued to serve until he could be required to retire on 

account of age, he would have become entitled to an ordinary or 

short service pension ( “the notional retirement pension” ), and 

(b) the amount calculated in accordance with paragraph 3 or 4 exceeds the 

amount of the notional retirement pension, 

the amount of the ill-health pension is that of the notional retirement pension. 

 

(2) The notional retirement pension is to be calculated by reference to the 

person's actual average pensionable pay. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.20
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.23
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.30
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.34
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-txt-2.iii.3
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-2.iii.5.1.a.1
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.2
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.20
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-2.iii.5.1.a.1
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-2.iii.5.1.a.1
https://perspective.info/documents/si-19920129/#sisch-19920129-def-1%241.22
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Commentary on the Firefighters’ Pension Scheme (as amended at May 2003)

 Your basic ill-health pension is: 

  

 

(1) each day counts as 1/365th of a year even in a leap year. 

(2) never more than 40/60ths of APP, or what you could have earned by your 

compulsory retirement age.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Length of pensionable service (1) No of 60ths of APP counting for pension (2) 

less than 5 years 1 for each year (but never less than 1/60th) 

5 - 10 years 2 for each year 

10 - 13 years 20 

more than 13 years 7 and 

  1 for each year up to 20 

  and 

  2 for each year over 20 
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Commentary on the Firefighters’ Pension Scheme (as amended at May 2003)

Example 7 

 


